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ABSTRACT

Summary rszsults of U. S. Navy Underwater Sound' Laboratory experi-

mental prog%;Am to investigate acoustic phenmeanth AtiOcaar

presented.

Since the sound Velocity is an inicreasing fuiictibri of depthi propiaga-

tion,-is charatcter ized by upward refraction, and surfaice reflection (RSR)..

A rough..surface model of~the ice coveir accountsa,, for- both forward and

back-scatter. The roughnes s-wave6leng1th spectrum -calculated fromn re-,

verber'ation measureMents is simnilar 0that for the sea surface, although

'I j the level is m~uch higher. Forward'scatter loss depends on~total rough'-

-esand i's.r esponsible for se vere attefiuation of high frequencies. Propa-

j jtioh'aiid'reverberation data both iniplyi an R. 'M. S. roughness of frpm

two to three meters, which is consistenit with u.nder'-ice-'ofilie measure-

ments. Propagation of -explosive ,wave sis described by normal ,mode ~and

ray theoriM At short ranges, convergence zones are observed. Because

Ithe Ice cover, shows -a "critical, angle" -,dependence, the -tikme diipersion..v f

the wave trainat -long range indeep water is qite well defin"-eda( 16,Y

jInshllow water,. the ',bottom-xmay produtce bottom reflection Modeb ~

duce'd dispersion of the refracted'imode.i

Unusually low ambient noise. levels, are obs,&rviad'during tiniiurbed'

I [ preriods. -Spectra- indicate thiit the noise 'ackground' arises zhain-y -va

rorng range propagation at the se time s. In'-period ,ofhigh. *iwidV~ihn 0arti,-

Icularly rapid temperature change, char acteristic ic e nqies arep prdMi-

.nantly~poU local origin. Occaiionally during, the summl,-r l ,b'xoigicilsad,,hds

11ofvarious formfs-,of mArhie& life 'are6 heard.,
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*1 V1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Brief History

K In the summer of '19 58, the Underwater Sound Laboratory (USL)

began an expdrimental study of.underwater sound propagation in the Arctic

OceanW Signals from un4derwater explosives were exchanged between two

'drift stations, Fletcher's Ide Island (T 3) and Station Alpha, which atthat

'time were some 800-km.apart. These early experiments revealed some

of-the unique features of long range propagation under the ice cover. Nota-

bly, the arivals ,were found to-consist of a dispersive quasi-sinusoidal

wave train 6f 10-l00'Hz, frequency range. The dispersion and'transmnis-

sion ioswere qualitatively explained by a half spac6 sound channel model

in which the attenuatioi- of high, frequencies was ascribedtb scattering by

the rough undersurface of the ice.

'During the srnmer of '1959, the experimentalprogram was continued

T between T3' and Station Charlie at a range of about 1200 km. ? In order to

study propagatioias a function of, range, series of aircraft flights were

made in-which practice depth charges,(PDC) were dropped at ,intervals.

Thedlbcatidns of the stations and aircraft drops are shown in Figure L Sig-,

nais were recorded at' both stations to provide data for a varietyof propa-

gation paths of varying length, involving bothdeep arid shall6w waeter. In

September, cth6 visit of-the icebieaker Staten Island" provided the opportu-"

nitylto Obtain data.at intermediate 'ranges which, was difficultto-obtain-with

fast.,mov, iig aircraft. -Other 'local measurements were made inthevicinity-

Pf'T 3 outtVt a, range of ,' 10 .km.

tDuriifg April and 'May of- 19'62, a, cooperative experirnient by USL,

SLaniont Geophysical Laboratory and the P:acific Naval. Laboratory was

ii 1
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c arried out 'between three drift stations: T 3, Arlis II and, Polar Pack 1
at locations shown in Figure 1. The main purpose of this series was to

obtain supplementary- cold weather data prior to the summer warmup.

Some aspects of th e program have been previously rep6rted in two T
:papi-rs, oeon propagatior? and another on' reverberatiozu4 Thsrport

is a,.suxnmary -of the -USL experimental and theoretical6 rsuits pertaining

to propagation, -reverberation and' ambient noise. Published regults of

r other 'investigators are also includedfor comparison.

1. 2 Propagation

In the Arctic, Ocean, the speed of 'sound is usually an incr ea:sinig

funiction of 1depth. the Propagation of a transient signal can'be diliscribed

by rays which- re refracted upward and suffer repeated reflectioin at the

surface (RSR). At-long ranige the deepest rays arrive-fir at. T1iis earli .

est 'arrival may b4e limited by the,'bottom, or by a "ciftical anglei" of-mr-

flection at the ie;e -surface., As-time ,progresies, rays arrive With de-

creasinig vert6: depth-and with- increasifig, rate'until, the train terminates

with rays, traveling near the ourface.L

If-the-first -rays are- bottom limited; 'the signal -onset is-goveined by

the bttom, grazinfg, ray. For greatqr grazing' a!ngles, the rays, are kefl'ec-

ted',at'-the -bottom, and- the~g goupvelocity'is le s, Thus bottom refletion:

modes appear as ' -sequence~of, diacrete ,arrivalsi, withthe, sPacingj.gov5%erned,
by gjra ing -angle and waiter depth. These overli j the refracted~pdsi-n

often peristlfor a l'onger tlime. Whefn the surfacle graz~ig anglb is greater
thn he"'riicl~ng&'however, 'the, bottom, mode~ a rapil atuat

z ~



At long range, thenormal mode theory also provides a, simple des-

cription of the refracted wave dispersion (Sec. 2. 5). B~ecause of the

logses produced by repeated scattering at the surface, ordinarily no-more

A -than-two or three modal harmonics are observed.

[ At Short range,, 'however, the normal mode calculations are more

complex because the arrivals are less uniformly dispersed. Since the

scattering loss is also-much less, a greater nuxiber of harmonics and, a

wider range of frequencies are received. Convergence phenomena may

also, bccur which produce conceitrations of energy, periodic in, range.[ Thus we may-have one or more group velocity minima in normal mode

theory corresponding in ray theoi'y to inflections atparticular surface
grazifig angles,

InAhe simplified theoretical mnethod for estimatifg 'transmissin-

ioss, we, consider only the effects of ,refractiori and scattering (S&c. 2. '6).

Since the predominait energy at moderately i6ng ranges arrives near ter-
mination,0f'th6 signal,. spreading loss is approximated for the.pre1railing

half -channel conditions, -while the scatteriig losd is taken as the loss per

-J reflection (Marsh) times-the humber of reflections. For th escattering

.model, we use the windriven sea surface model, with the R. M. S. rough-

ness-adjusted to fit the exp eimental data.

i. 3 Reverberation

The validity & 'the scattering model is-,confirmed by the roughness-
wave nunber speqtrum calcuiated fr.bm .measurercints of backscatter,..

verberation) from, an: explosive source (,Sec. 3. 2): The scattering strength

depends on wavelength and ingle q f incidience, socthat-the roughness-w-ave-

length spectrumlevels are calculated: from,.the reverberation, frequency

3
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; spectrum. The proc~dure is to determine the scattering strength as a

fuinction of time and frequency. The surface grazing ayxgle ('for single

incidence) is theni calculated, considering shot depth a nd refraction ef",

fects. the incident souind waveleng.A and grazing angle~then ~deterrmine

,the corresponding wavelength of the siface roughness spectrum. The

roughness amplitude is finally dalcuLited~-from the scattering qtrength,

for the appropriate wAvelength.,

I1.4 Noise

N I A summary of ambient -noise. mneasurements is, presented in.Sec. 4. 2.

in undisturbed periods, the noise, background in the. Arctic Oceai is. often

,be-low-sea ;tate iero- equivalent. Under these conditions, measurements

with theDT9 *ere system-noise limited. For this reason a spe~ialildw

noise system Was developed4 for ambient obbervati~fn, which permitted

mheas;urement to -some -4O,,dB below the.-Knudsen s ea state zeros spectrum.

For slightly di.4turbed, conditionsI the, spectr'a are similar, to Kniudsen's.

:Duiiig'proloniged quiet periods, however, the'high frequencies-drop off

markedly, leavi g aL noticeable peak in the "pass, band"' of the soundchah-

nel. This is initerpreted as noisbe propagated from'distanitsources. SComn..

j arison is also,-made between, acoustic and, seismic amnbient -nise.ue

Other inter estin~g 'featuresa of ambient noise unique~to the Arctic in-

diude thermal "poing" andr explosive cracking- after a rapid drop in -Hir

temperature. Plowing snow noise during, winter storms mnay ajo reech

very high levels,(sea state 3 or moicre)., 'Penerally, howeve r,,, the stiffiher'

,calmfs are characterized by very quiet c~onditions. At,,these timnes, sounds

of a great- variety of ifftarine life- are occasionally-heard. the sources of

these whistles, glides, chiips, grunts, etc., have 'no9tbeen identifie, but

probably includ'e cetaceans,, seaisi walrus, etc.

4,



2. 1 Ekterimental Procedure

In the pr opagation, experiments between the,-drift stations, shooting

ichedules were- prearrangedo coordinated directly. by; radi6. communi-

cation. Electrical detonation Was, used, aiid, both -firing and arrival times

Wfre, mea.sured by-chrononieter-,to, an-accuracy of - P. 5 -sec. Since the

stations Were ,continuouslydOrifting in an unpredictable manner, itwas

impossible to-determine the range between st.tions-to equal _accuracy.

Sun positions Were taken4 by theodolite,, whenever- sky .coniditions, pearmitted,

butf the average error was no less than a few kilometers. Daily dIriftil on

the order, U a iagrlitude greater complicated the navigation -problem.

In the aircraft rimis, practice depth charges-ADC) were dropped'-a

intef~als along a, redetermined track whenever suitable opening s,in the

ice, cover coud-be sighted. The P DC s Were set to explode at a depth of

15 'oi '60'metbrs* and, the detoniation.,iie was taken as the time of impact

plus .th,, estimated sifkinig timne. Air craft drop posii were -determined

2by sun shot* and dea' . reckoniing, and are considerably le~ss -accurate-,than

the positions- of~theilafids.

-At the drift stations, the shot sigfial's were de6tected.-by means of -hy-.

drophiones lowered th"Cougholes drilled in the sea ice. Since the ice

iWands are as mui~ch as' 30-40 meters thick, a minimnum depth, for the hy;-

drophonies of 60 meters was chosen to prevent possible shadowing. Some

The depth- settingto .of the PDC pressure actuators,,arei actually 50 afid 290
feet. For conseistency, &lA Yength-mekiurements will-be expreased in the

metric, system.



measuirements were made wi.th the phones as deep as 180 meters. ilow-

~ I ever, the greater depths-were found to be of marginal interest since the

4simpl-er proceduire of varying shot depth showed most of the essential ,fea-

tur es9.

In all. the earlier ex~ariments, a standard PQM (DT 99 )'hydrophone

was used. The disadvantages of this hyir ophone were that the multi-

conductor cable ,was soffewhat unwieldy and the ~associdted preamplifierj

was suibject to s-aturatlon-by-strong signals. TChe overall frequency re-SIsponse was 10-10,,000 H~z. For later teats, a new system was developeadJ

using a bilamiiari-disc hydrophonie. Because-of-their high' capa citance

(0. l vFY, these units could. efficiently drive several.Ihundred feet of light-j

weight shielded cable directly without a preamplifier. The system noise

was miuch lower than it was using the DT 99,;, horwever, high, frequency re-j

iponse Was sacrificed, since resonance. occurre'd ;it 2 kHz. Another disad--

vantage was that the hydrophone could. not withstand. more than 100,1meters

-submefrgence without, mechaiticaL failure.

The siignals froin the liydrophone were recorded by meanis-of a graphic

recorder. with frequency response to 100, Hz. Magnetic tape recordings

(FM and/or' dirict) were also ffade with full system, frequency -response for

'later analysis. Calibratidrvof the system was accoimplished byF injecting-

'sinusoidal signals of known vroltage at seleeted frequencies. A single miaster

gain control'proVidbd adjustmnent 'of the 6yitern gain for calibration, iignal

and ambient: noisue recording.

During~the eariher tests, itwas found -that the dxplcsions often, de-

livered yary ihg yields, as result of incomplete -detonation. To, circumvent

this difficulty, a proc~dur6 wa6 established to record~th! shot at the'trans-

mitting, Site whenpossibie. Thie effective yield was determined, rrii the

61



bubble pulsf, period' anddepth. The record'in Figure, 2 is a pressure vs

time signature for a typical shot.at 1 km showing the, shockwave and, bubble

pulses (positive pressure.) , and sifface reflections (negative ,prds sure).

If the system-were overloaded or cluttered with interferingarriVals, 'the

bubble pulse -period could be obtained from the periodic envelope mo~dula.

tion -. * the spectrum. The two specdtra shown in Figures 3a, b, which are

shot signatures at 1 kin, and 50 km range respectively, show this clearly.

Z 2 Daita Analysis

Analysis of& the data is "of~ three general types. First,. graphic rer~

cordings made on the, spot fur ni shed-dire6-t. prepssure amplitude vs time

traces. These show qualitatively the effects. of shot size and depth, as

well as the quasi- sin-dsoidal and interference- features of the pr~pagation,

The times,,6f onset',and terrninatibn al'so provide measures of. time-disper-

siob and' travel time.

Secondly, the, magneitc tape -recordings were analyzed :by means of

7a K~ay Missi lyzer.Spectrum--AnvWzer tbprovide the freqjuency spectrum

vs, ime Thse, 4hsar6useul'ii aalyingthe freque~fcy.'-tirie depen-

defie o. te nrma moes nd armhicrelations between t~hem as.,well

as the initerferenice effect~of the bubble Puls e.

Finally, the magnetic tape weeue t aecontinuouis loop re -

cardingi of, the shot. signals, 'which were scanned by means of ai variable

Kfrequency, -narrow 'band filter. A typical result of this technique is ,shown'

-in, Figure 4. Together' with the calibration tapes, this permit scalculation

.. of 014- received energy flux spectrum~ as-.a function of range, shot size*
depth, etc. Knowing--the source energy flux ,pdctrumn at 1 mn, range ,(We ston)',

the transmnission los s-is calculated. Since tli-e received signal, varies in

7



time and frequency in a complex'fashion because of source and =odal in-

terference effects, the peak, envelope method ofianplysis',was used in,,much

of thiswork. A smooth, curve was fitted to~the Ilaverage" spectral- peaks

so as to eliminate mode and bubble pulse m6dulation; This ils~the- ial~d

curve -seen in Figuro 4. In another technique, -Iog~t filters-were, used and,

the; total (integrated') energy flux -spectrum l-evels 'calculiated. The-two'

methods were found to be-.n quite reasonable agieement.

2. 3' Experirnental.'kesults (Ceneral),,

The pertinenit data for the anailyzed shots are- contained, in Table 1',

Each record is identified',both serially and with the notation of the, orig-

pal exp eriment log.

Figure 5 shows~ty~ical graiphic frecordings-,made. at ARiAS -11 iom

sh6ts-of'several size sditonated'at, T-3., All were it 12P rnetergsd4epth,

except the 375 lb. shot,, wikh Wais fired at 100 meters. The travel tirme,

cdorrespqn~ing to termination-of the-water wave -is, 5 6 3 'sec. F~ra soun

speed of Y438 m/sec, the calculated range is ,810 km, agrte'Iig with the

navigational value within a few km. It. should be noted"that~the- receiving

systezn gain was adjusted to compensate for source level, changes. The

,time-di speision variies> between 6. 6 and 7. 1 ~sec'onds,, ihr easing, with shot-

size., For the smaller shots, the complexity of .the'beginning of ,the.-water

wave is particularly noti-ceable. this is due to -contributIbns from seVeral

modes as well as from interfeenqe bf'kh6 bubble -pulse. For the large-r

shots, the spectral energy is concefitrated at lower fequencies', the rela-

tive, excitation of higher frequencies is lessand~ the bUbble, pulse frequency

is lower. Source -interference effects persisting thrc-ughout the entire-train-

are -clearly evident. --



Figu0re -6 shows Misiilyier recordings ottwo typical shots. Note

that the Ioweut( Izeroirode, begins nea'r 10-Hzandificr eases with time to

about 70 Hi41t term4,nation. The, firstm modal harm onic isa visible, throbugh-

out the' trace, wihile the secondand higher mnodes vanish soonafter the be-

ginning of the Wave. Bubble pulse initerfeience effects are evident from

the-ainplitude .x.nodulation 6f the miode lines at- multiples of the bubble pulse

frequency. iorimal1 mode theory is discussed in ,Se6iqn 2. 5.

E h eeve'sgaschar a~ter istic ally have an abrupt bIegining anid

end-,with~a duratiohNiprbportional~tp travrel time. Figuri.- 7 contains a pjot

~of time duration (di per sidh)Vs., travel firme-foi some, fifty, phots, dtntd

unde6r-various conditions and times 'during the experimrentali prog; am, The

zdata lshow a mean time dispersion ratio of ugh.ypir an1.The ftic-

toks- governing- onset and termi-hation of the -'ater wave are' discusse'd else-

where;

;i-igure6:8 gives a typical sound',velocity profie for, xirnmer conditions,

jThe two major -zone s-6f Int~e st are the deep water isothermal gradient be-

ginning near 300 meters and'th& ov erlyirig layeri of'some 3 or 4 tim es greater

average, gradient. 'In the utsper zone, there,'is iiome detailed structUr' -which,

depends on season.

Table HI conitAins ray calculatiois for O'~e-ve2locity, profile of Figure 8

'(see,'Section 1. 5). it is notable that the time dispe~rsion corresponds to

r.zay depths l'ess than 1500 meters and ,surface grazing, angles 'liss, than 13*.

Siii-ce-,the minimum water depths 'for some of the 'expferimental paths were

in excess of 2000 meters ( 'igures 9-11), it is clear that the' onset of the

wave train As not always governed by the bottom. 'If this is true, the on-

-set must be limited by the surface, reflection caefficient' of the ice cover,

which appar ently dimhini she s rapidly for grazing angls greter than 130



Figures 12a, b show Missi.lyzier traces. Zor the propagation path,,pko-.

.flsof Figures 11a, 'c [nl, nud~vabobtce'h hkh ie

dispersion pattern remaining. The deep-watbr duration is in excesnsoften

secionds.

Under some circumstances, the -bottom reflection mode ii received

along with the&RSR mode; -in, thiuscise, the oniset corr esponds to a grop
velocity maximum. This effect i sen in Fiue1awhcsarecording

ofa shot-dropped froman,'ircraft anid received 572 second a' later. The-

first hundred kil'ometers of the propagtation pat were inA shoaling, water, ( 10a)'

and gave rise, t6,more than tyienty ideiitifiable bottomi arrivals. which obscure

the ASR mode. Figure 13b ii nother ishot at almost the wme r~ingp but re-

ceived spine 20 miniutes later. The! botom toography (liOb) has, changed,

so that an obstacle intervenes, and cit* p'othe'botion -mode comipletly.

2.A Transmission L,6ss(Ex~eririental)

Figure 14 shows a ;ty~iil eniiergy-f.1iux vs. frequefcy spctu (V
measuircd as described in "Section .2.Transi-nission lossvs. ranige data

for all shots ('compuiedfrom the re1*MtinN =' ,, are shown, in

Fi~gures 15 through 27. 'The, soujrce levi-d s& ectrium at 1 me'ter, L , wasi

'taken from We ston. for the-approprkiate yield, co'.rected(wher ,'poqible)'

by the bubblerp%4s e -period-vs.depth mnethod mentione d earlier; 'It should

be noted that Westoni's shot spectra account for b Abbb)_-pulse initerference

only at .ihe fundamental frequency wihile-tfiq true spectra,,,sho~vs maxima'

and minima over maby harmonics. Thus,. the Weston spbctrum represents,

a quasi..envelope of the actual one (37igur,6 28).. 'The. harrow band analysis

me'.hod used-here clearly -shows these ajd -other -itrerne and an 4&n-

vl'ope was drav~n similar to W'estonls t&aveiage them out. -
10 L



The, transmission loss cdat~i show, c.onsideraible scatter which is.

taken to-represent~the -combined effects, of variations in the tranismi ssion

path and&ice cover, as,,well as expetriental error. -Some of the short,

range leVels are considerab.ly higher than predicted for the- half channel

and. are interpreted as possible,,results- of donve6rgence. This effect isV ilustratO in Fi -e29-a, b -where arrivals 'from #8, caps art-two different
ranges are. shown. The first at 1 km shows only a discrete arrival fol.

lowedby -a botoin reflection. The second, ai5malso, apparently shows

-a. delayed convergence arrival for which the level is about 20 dBhigher

Ithan, theAirect arrival. Buck 6 hais also observed high signal levels at

short ranige which miay'-be ascrai1jd to convergefice.

Milne s7 tritns.-ission losses outxt 9O'km-have been included in

L ~ the figure s for~c omparisofi. These measurements weremade in the spring
afidmayrepresent-differences- in-the ice condition- or a changi~h e

-fraction.

The thioretical-transmijisioh loss curves are discussed in Se ,tion'

2.,6. The, curve ks 'is, the surface, sciatterin model representing the "aver-.
age", Ions for a-long transmiasion path. The curve 'At; s absorption loss

only ,and reprekients, a lower limit for short, range where -no surface reflec-
tioris are involved;

lies".. F&o ekarnple, in deep water the early arrivals may dominate and the

higi req~q, lssmay' be low because~he number 6f,,reflectionsis es
Thus thetranmsoni loss depends on the bottom topography as well as the

coniton 9.I~hesurface and-The sound velocity profile.

Hoqwever, the scatter- of the-transmxission loss data is evidently 49t due
to shorttey- changes in the mfedium,, whi ch,, in, at is -7emarkably stable.

Figtire' 30 ihows a series of 'k ,lb. shots at,'Omreter s depth received over
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an 800 kilometer path. The two hydrophones (a, V) were 1 kn.apart and I
the time between shots was, 2 hours, The similarities indicate',bth space

and time stability of the acoustic path.

2. 5 Normal Mode and Ray- Theories

To- illustrate the connection between normal mode and ray theories,.

we consider firct a single positive igradient deftned by- c = c 0, (1 + gz),,

where c is the depth dependent -so und velocity, g 1. s the velocity gradient

r-i c is the, sound velocityi (ms" )at thepressure release sizrfdce ,

and ,z is the depth (m). The resulting separated equation for thi depth

dependent p6ition 0f the velocity -potential is-then appron.mateIy g;given by: I
+ 0' =0 (1) 1

.~~~ "3 z
wihere 2 .. ~~~3 ;~~ (.02 ~jzJ 2

Here, a is the angular -freqiency (s' 1 ), and K is the wavenurnber (rn i )

'The eigenfunctions of Equation (1) are modified Hafikl ftdnctions of order

hl ( ) andh? (- ) represent "downward" and ",upv4ardl going

waves. For our purposes-:we consider,only h, ( t )-. The eigenvalues are

-ob tained: from-the zeiloes which havethe argument sr/ 3 :tFigure 3 1).

Thus, for the pressure release, surface, the firstmode .= 0

z 0, n = 1 is identified .as point (a), while the-curve t6 the right repre-

'sents the depth/frequency-dependence which increases to its maximum and

then decays, exponentially. -Similarly, the durve to-the right of point,(b)

represents the second mode n = 2.

1L
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Good approximatioh of-the zeroes ,f h1 are given'by

- 3 (n- 2 ) n 1,2, 3 (3)
2 4

where x = (z =0). From this, the phase velocity of the n mode

becomes ([ c

A.n 3 l+', 4

and the ,grbup velocity, u , is obtained, from the relation

dc
u, =c +0 (5)In n ds

Substituting f = the final res'ult is:

n 6 Zf 4 I (6)

The frequency-time behavibr -of, a wave r eceived at a distant sur-
face point.from a surface impulsive source is simply the frequency-rode

number comppnents-delayed according to-the appk~opriate value of the

group velocity.

T6 compare ray-theory, the familiarJ-equations for the positive

gradient g- is:,

Z 2 sine 0o ({, , ro =  e- ( 7)
g cos-o0

where r0 is the horizontal distance betwpen surface reflections and 0

is-the grazing angle. Also,

t--,-fd --, 00 + . ... (8)to = de , 0o

Coig CosO= cog\ 3

13



where to is the travel time for the distance r 0 . From this, the -group

velocity u is obtained:

U = O I 0'(9)

To determine the frequency f, the reciprocal of the time T between,

the Nth and (N + 1).th arrivals at a distance R is taken. That is:

1 _dN
= N TN+ I dT '(10)

Sinice the range R = Nr o and the travel time i* = Nt o ,then

f du (1d~ -ro' Fa

From the above,

u co (1+ -(- ) nd8 3 = 3c(g (12)

Combining the previous results yields

(o + - [3cg] ;/3)'c "2 + 1 .13)

'Comparing Equations (6) and (13), .we find the only difference- be-

tween-the two lies Anthe mode number term. li fact, the ,ray frequency

is 3/4:'the lowes.t mode frequency.

For the bilinear" -ce,

c = co(l+goz) < z< Z,

= c1 (1 + g zz< z < (14)z

14



[ The approximate equation analogous to Etquation 3 iei.

x +cai(x-iY)~ b -~5

where a (g90 c12 /g 1 Co~- 1Y

- 2 4 1.kz 1

*22

u -. c6  +x go
~~ d(x w/2

~'13 + CL'(xr4) ]
In the above, x I is replaced- by z ero wheni k < 1,. and- in this-case

wh-ch'is the same as -kquation-(6Y..

A graphicail solution of Equation. l5-is, readily obtaified with the' aid

-of the nor-iographs (Figiureqs 32,33) . To obtaLin, x use the auixiliary

equation b = W f, locate f on-the abscissa- of, Figure, 32, proceed!Vdrti-

caily-to the appropriate b-curve (marked with the value a-), proceed hcri-

zo-ntally to-the appropriate a cuqrve, land thencqe dbwnward to r,,eadi x on

the abscissa:; Ziven x, locate the abscis sa'ini Figure 33. obtain a' (x4)l

as the corresponiding ordinate, locate bg3 as the ordinate-corresponding.

to'the, choen f (abscissa-Y; obtain k i + a,(,x - 1),7- as, ordinate corres -

ponding to-abscissa x, and complete the calculation. Figure 34 shows

'the resultiig, frequency disper-sion vs. group veplocity- for this -bilinear

S-~-~---- ----- 5- - - -- -



gradient model with appropriate values calculated from Equation 16.

the corresponding ray equations are:

ro go Cos e, [(gygl) sini O0 + sin e0, -,gin 6,] (18)

to - &oln (1 +,sin 01) n(I - sin 0

the calculations for the ffiultilinea r' gradient (Table II) were ob-

tained:by ii ray computer program for' ten graEdients- fitted' to the depth

profile of Figure 8. The- frequencies were calculated from Equatioh (ll).

2. '6. Trinsrnissioi Loss Theory

Earlier, the bottom grazing 'ray'for the bilinea'r gkradient was iden-

tific-d with a group'verocity maiximum.. This determ.aipes the tie of onset

of the wave -train, provid-edthe surface grazing.,,angle is less than 130. For

-tlhe' bilinlear, gradient (large ,- small )>model, this'is the only group velocity

exrmum, excet othtria ixnimum at termihati On' of th , Wave. where

the' ray vettex depth goes-to zero-and the fr equency 'incr eases ihu~int

In the multilinear gradient case, tb: situation is quite 43.fieien . sifice there

i AB:a' groupveio city m inimumn for, A surface- grazing angle of 7. 7*,. Since

thie vertex depth for this ray is only-, about.'240 meters, no significant con-

vergence* is eycpected if* Source or receiver are deeper than this. Ifthey are

less deep the main effect at long rangewill be a suidden and app;arently Ore-

mature 'ter mination of the-wave train. At -short range s, howevrer, conver-

gence focusing, is importart, Tht~s, ;is'the range increasesp we expect con-

centration, of energy at multiples of. the skip 4istance. After a few surface

- 16-



bounces, ,zones shouldtend to spread and overlap -because of scattering,

so that th~e decay 'eventually becomes a monotonic function of range. At

long range, therefore, -near the termination of the wave train, the total

transmission loss may be estimated from the combined effects of refrac-

tion and scattering as nearly:

N = l0log ro +10 logR + Nas (Z0)w S

where r 0 %is the ray skip distance,R is the range in meters, N is the

number of surface incidences and a is, the loss per reflection. As a

sca.ttering model, the wind generitted oceanspectrum i's taken to ap-

pioximate the ice ioughness. According to Marsh9

a = -10 1g(1,2.57 x10 fih s 8 ) 121)
s

where fCis the frequency (IHz):and h is the R.,-M.-S. roughness in meters.

Fbr a snall loss per bounce, (20)becomes approximately:

r33
N 20 lo' rc, + 10 log N +,N (10xl ' h 4 -ihV0 (22)-

T6 give specqic results, take ,O = 7* 7°, ro = 6021.meters,

h =2. 4metei-s, and N = 134. Then

-N -97'+Rx.10 f (23)

For these-conditions, which correspond to shot 31B at 810 kilometers,

the following is calculated:

f ,.z, 0 40 50160 70 80

1 (B ) 3 7.1 13 20 27 :37 48 57

IN (dB)' 1'0 104 II0 117 124 134 145 154

17
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Figure 35 shows a plot of Equation (23) ( solid line),: together with the ex-
perimental transmission loss values (c'ircles) computed by N =*L - L

W S" r(Section 2-4). In the frequency range shown, the' fit is quite good; howevei,

above 100 Hz, the theoretical scattering, loss apparently becomes excessive.

Figures 15 through 27 show the compiled transmi-ssion loss data. In

Figures 15-24, the curve S is Equation(22). The straight lines are,the

first two terms of Equation 20, giving the spreading loss only. The usual

absorption loss is the curve A in Figures 24-27 (which includes scattering

loss). For the water temperature of 0 C, absorption losso'is taken as

01Zf~dB/km,. where f is the frequency in kHz. The curve A is ificluded'to

show the lower limit of transmission loss in the absence of scattering (high

frequency - short range):. Both the S'and A curves are shownin Figure 24

to illustrate the transition region.

Fpation 22 appears to give .- fairly pessimisticapproximation--and is

probably applicable when the water is less than 500 meters deep over a por-

-tion of the trahismission path. For deeper water, the high frequencies-tend.

to be dominated by the deeper rays (earlier arrivals)',which -perhaps accounts

for the low loss anomalies. It is doubtfrl, however, that more detailedcbn

sideration of ray paths and. bottom topgfraphy would significantly inprove

the Iidture at, this point, since~the grazing angle dependence of.the surface

is not known.

18



3. REVERBERATION

3. 1 Experimental Results

The results reported here concern the local scattering or reverbera-

tibn produced, by'the rough underoside of the ice in-the vicinity of explosive

F [ sources. The explosives were monitored and recorded through hydro-

p phones some hundreds of meters away. Table HI gives the pertinent. data

identifying the shots and recordings. The magnetic tape records were sub-

sequently played back through a Bruel-Kjaer analyzer, using 1/3-octave

(10o bandwidth) filters -dentered at frequencies between 40 and 8000 Hz.

The filtered waveforms of shot 8 and a composite of shots 10-12 are

shown in Figures 36 and 37, respectively. It jsho6id be noted that the time

scales of the two differ by a factor of 10. Inthe figures, .time is marked

from the, shot instant. 'Figire 37 shows an early arrival, particularly at

the lower, frequencies, which is probably an ice wave. Shortly after that

comes the direct and- surface scattered wave, which-decays for a second

or so before the fiist bottom arrival is seen. Additional orders of bottom

refiectionsfmay be 'seen abit later in the figure. In Figure 36, these arri-

vals are compressed within the first fewseconds of the record, andtithe

main curve, lasting upto nearly-two minutes, consists of reverberations

returning from the ice and the bottom.

1 1Quantitative results -are conveniently presented in te.rfhs of the scat-

tering strength, NS .

N' L L + ZN 10 log A 24)'S R S WR
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In Equation (24), LR is the level of reverberation at time t(dB//Lbar),

L is the level of the- source (dB//pRbar.), 2NWR is the propagation loss

from source to reverberating area plus loss from reverberatingarea to

receiver, and.A is the effective reverberating area at time t. The:,re-

verberating area is the elliptical annulus7 on the ,surface-of width deter-

mined by the duration of the incident wave and genierally located by the

travel time from source to vurface to receiver. Table IrV presento se-

lected values of N tabulated from the shts-,of'Table MI. Marih has

shown how the scattering strengthrmay be q.xpected to depend upon the

properties of-the scattering surface- and upon the-geometry of the Situa-

tion. With the bistatic setup prevailingin the present experiments,: it is

quite difficult to interpret directly the scattering strength for comparison,

with other geometry or other suriaice. Forthis reason, the ice rough-

ness spectra is-derived from the observed scattering strengths, ani then

the scattering calculated for other geo0metries. This is done below.

For L the vilues qf Westonare used of the, spectrtim level for the

appropriate yield, to which 20 log (bandwidth) ii added. The yields were

determined experimentall from missilyzer, recordings, in which the

biibble periods were evideit. The seyields in,4everal cases differ marked-

ly from the desigiiyield,'based onweight of explosive. 2NwR is taken to

be simply 40 log ct, c being the mean velocity, in meters per second. Fi-

ially, the reverberating area is approximately 71czt-/t., V bein(the ef-

fective pulse length, twice the reciprocal bandwidth. These approximations

are adequate to rectify the experimental values ofNS , producing a quantity

Which. ia-a function only of fre juency at-a given time, aid whose variation

With time can be.interpreted in terms of the prevailing pri pagati6n condi-

tions.

20



3. 2 Reverberation Theo~y, and Interpretation

Mar sh9 gives 9hte scattered inten'aiLy Iin terms of the intensity I of

waves incident upon a rough surface and the wave number spectrum of

o urface roughness, A 2 (k) in the form

*Is ff i~dd (25)

'r = YZ k 3 A 2 (ks) (26)

The direction cosines of the incident wave are-at, P.y, and those of the

sc'-attered- wave zare, X, t, v .So, for instance, the sine of the grazing

angle of incidence is y =sin 0. The quantity qis: a)2+ _p 2

The reverberation returning at times, greater than about 10 seconds

comes from an approximately ciri:lar annulus.. The separation of source

and receiver' may, be'ignored. Under these conditions, the Integral may

be carried-out, explicitly. In- so doing,, effects, of refraction must be con-

Isidlere&i For the- transmhi'ssioni times ihvolvedi, the law of propagation

I mnay be taken as approximately inverse square. However, refraction ~has

a. strong eff ect, upo~. the grazing anglesa.

'To complete the calculation, it is necessary to-relate the surface

grazing angle to time. 'For this-purp6se, the bilinear gradient profile ap-

proxirnation is 'employed. Figure 38-diiplays-the 'surface grazing angle as

a function of time- after the first arrival. 'Following-Marsh for the reduc-

tion of the integral, we finally obtain, approximating coo- 9 by 1,

1 liog A?((20 N -3Olo6gk-4O-logsin 0 +3 (27)



Values of A2 (k) reduced using this equation zre shown in Figure 39.

Those values for k = 0. 35 and 0. 60 are obtained from shots 10 - 12,

during the-time preceding, the first bottom arrival. For"these values,

the bistatic geometry is important, and the, ihtegration-corresppnding

to Equation (25) cannot be carried out in closed form. However, the

variation of NS with frequency would be nearly independent of the bi-

static geometry. Accordingly, these values have-been adjusted to give

values -of A2 (k) equal to those of the other shots at k = 5.-9. The other

values for these small values of k are not plotted' because they are be-

lieved to be due primarily to bottom reverberation. However, the cor-

responding values of scattering strength are included .in Table IV.

It may be noted that the rms roughness q of the surface is given

by

z fo Az(k)dk "(28)

By numerical integration, a V 3m, slightly larger than the value derived

from forward scatter; but, both' are quite-compatible twith icdthickness

measuremeits of Lyotis' 0 shown ih Table V.

For comparison, -the sea-surface spectrum ofBurling is, al'so shown

-in Figure 39. The curves are roughly parallel above k = 5, and it appears

reasonable that the ice spectrum is asymptotic to k- . This corresponds

to reverberation which is independent of frequency, similar to that "inthe

open sea, but about 40 dB higher,. A co'mpilation of various geophysical
-3spectra shown in Figure 40 indicate that the- K_ spectrum is typical-of

naturi;lly occurring rough surfaceii.1 ;

There Is considerable scatter in thedata re ported'( standard devia-

tion 5 61), some of which might be eliminated by a detailed computation

--
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of ray-paths aid losses, taking into account the actual ahot and hydro-

phone depths, in which the refraction could play a part.

An additional feat re of the recordings is the peak in levels occur-

ring from 40-50 seconds, particularly evident at'the hig*ier frequencies.

This peaking is undoubtedly -a refraction effect, and has been systemati-

cally observed on all shots identified -in Table I1. The travel time of 50

seconds Corresponds to'a grazing angle of 16" for the direct ray and an

angle of II* for the sinigly reflected ray. These angles are on either

side ofthe 1"critical angle". There is thus additional 'evidence that re-

flection is quite poor at grazing angles exceeding soine 13".

Moire recently, bther inve, stigatorsl z' 13have madei everberation

strength-rneasurernents onyoung s ea ice and summer polar ice over a

considerably wider range of grazing angles and, using improved g.o-

xn'etry to elimifiatebi static problems ind bottom echoes. While all mea-

surements agree quite well fo, grazing angles. 1O* (Figure 41), the

anigular dependence of the new data is much less than predicted by Equa-

tion'(,27). This may fiot be surprisinig since Brown$s' normal reflec-

tivity is some 15 dB below perfect at 5-10 kHz.

Kuo 4 has considered the-Brown experiment by extending Marsh's

,cattering forriulato the imperfect reflector and fitting his modified re-

flectivity function of grazing angle to the data. The results are shown in

,.igtkre 42 andthe derived roughness spectrum in Figuie 43. For large k,

tbe agreement betWeen the Brown and Mellen-Marsh roug. qs spectrum

levels is' fairly good even though Brown's total roughness is apparently

much le s s.
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Other disci epancies are evident from the work-of Milne on the

spring Arctic pack ice shown in 'Figure 44. Comparing values at 10°

grazing angle, his scattering strengths are some 20 dB higher and show

even different grazing angle di pendence. 'Milnes normal reflectiiity

is almost perfect to 1 .kHz a nd only, 5 dB dbwn at 5 kHz (Figure 45).
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4. AMBIENT NOISE

4. 1 Experimental Procedures

'Early attempts to measure-the ambient noise background with the

DT99 'hydrophone were usuaolly frustrated by excessive system noise.

For this reason bilaminar-disc hydrophones (USL Type XU 12.69 and XU

1333).were used' in conjunction with a lw noise vacuum tube preampli-

,fier. Since the capacitance of the units was approximately 0. 1LF and

the depth- of submergence only 60 meters, the hydrophone was used to

drive a suitable length of transmission line directly and the preamplifier

• was installed, above the surface, often in the, instrumentation hut.

• The noise curves for typical DT99 ,and XU systems -are -shown in

Figure 46.,which also includes the,,Knudsen sea state zero curve for a

L refer~ence. Themain disadvantage- of the- XU system was the low reso-

fiant frequencywhich preventedmeasurements over as: Wide afrequency

range zas the DT99. However, since the main-concern herewas for the

frequencies less than 1 kkz, thiswas not considered serious.

Recordings of, ambient noise ,together with approximate calibra-[ tions.were made at intervals. These recordings were subsequently ana-

[ lyzed by means -of a WE 3A4A spectrumanalyzer and the correesponding
1 ambient noise spectra calculated.

The measurements with th XU 1269 were made at ARLIS n during

the period 0ofSeptember -- October 1961. Other measurements were made

between May - Sipternber 1962 at both T3 and ARLIS H, The data in no

12
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way represent a complete statistical study of ambient noise even over

those restricted periods because of limitations set -by the necessity of

almost complete shutdown of generators and other camp activity. Usu-

ally a small generator, suitably shock mounted, was used to power th'i

equipment. Measurements were coiicentrated in periods of light winds;

High wind speeds tended to increase water currents relative to.the ice

causing hydrophone flutter which made ambient measurements impos-

sibIe. Later, cable fairing was employed to solve this problem.

4. 2 Experimerntal Results

Unusually quiet conditions prevail during the summer months when

temperatures ar stable and Winds moderate for a considerable partof

the time. Thix is in part du> to the mushy, broken condition of the ilce

cover-which-makes it a pock ioise-generator. In cold weather, however,

the ice cracks under thernal and wind stress. During storms rld;ging

and' rafting als, contribute a variety of, noises like-hammering, slamtning,,

creaking, etc. Blowing, snow adds 'o the background witha sound like

sandblasting. Under these c6nd,tions the ambient level mayincrease-as

much as .20 dB.

Figure 47 summarizes the results of analysis of more than 100

ambient r6cor4ings. A typical "quiet" ambient (curve A)is genirally

gom-e 5',10 dB below sea state zero. There is evidence of a broad peak

centered -arouiid 20-Hz. This suggests that propagation from,distant

noisier areas .s involved, sihce the effects of scattering 1oss.are -quite

apparent. Curre B is a typical cold weather situati6n where the, air

temperature has dropped suddenly. With the, rapi4decline in tezperatuke

the i-ie coies under stress, and, starts cracking, bnder these conditions,

26
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the nowise background rises. Curve C is the highest ambient noise level

reco:.ded during the observation-period.

Ganton and Milne16'17 report ambient noise measurements made

within the Canadian Archipelago with bottomed hydrophones in various

seasons. In the summer, the spectra fell within + 5 dB of the Knudsen

sea state zero curve above 100 Hz and are "flat" from 10-100 Hz. The

higher levels were associated with ice motion which -caused rafting of the

rind that sounded like "escaping steam". In the cold weather with de-

clining air temperature, the cracking sound approached a stead-state

hiss and increased the high frequency levels to some 20 dB above sea

state zero.. A blowing snow contribution to the noise background during

wiidy periods was also identified.

iBuc6 also reported ambi&nt measurements from 2.!000: Hz

mae.s in the Bea,;qfortSea over a two-weeks period in April 1963. His

ave'sage value ,f!r the period, is about 6 dB above sea.state zero with a
+

total variation of roughly - 0 dB. The higher levels were also associ-

atedwith thermal cracking.

Figure 48 is-a compari son of acoustic and seisnmic Iambient noise".

- ' The seismic measurements were made with-a vertical component seis-

morheter-mounted on the-ice surfac,4?, with the results presented in terms,

of a velocity frequency spectrum. The acoustic noise spectrulm is derived

from the acoustic pressure spectrum by uZ = pZ/p 0 .c 0Z . This implies that

the seismic disturbances in the ice and, probably, in the bottomalso, are

coupled to-the water by direct acoustic radiation.

Ocasionally during:the summer, noises of obvious biological origin

j are heard. These include long gliding whistles, short -chirps, braying
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sounds and grunts. -Figure 49 shows -several Missikyzer- records of these

noi.ses, illustrating the- differing fr equiency,, characte-ristics. An effort Was I
made to-identify these sovifids With recordings made by, Woods :Hole and

others. Although there -was a- simrilarity to-the sounds of cerliain whalesi,

por-poise, se-als, etc. , which'are known to frequent the, Arct,!,c Ocean, no.

positive idefitification could be mffade.
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TABLE II RAY CALCULATIONS

oc 7, ro to Uo fo 60

4.5 65 4041 3.09 1438.2

5.0 100 5723 3.98 1438.8

5.5 161 7480 5.20 11439.3

6.0 182 6878 4.78 1438.9

6.5 202 6506 4.52 1438.6 _ -

7.0 217 6123 4.26 1438.1

7.5 234 6"027 4.1,9 1438.0

7.7 241 6021 4.18 1438.0 - -

8.0 25i- 6277 4.36 1438.5 28.0 .034

8.5 282 7106 4.94 1440.0 24A .134

9.0- 315 7629 5.30 -1440.7 20.0 .20

9.5 349 8099 -5.61 1441.6 18.0 25

10.0 404 , 9870 6.-83 1444.3 16.0 .44 

10.5 473, 12715 8.78 14477 13.0 .68

11.0 594 16376 11.28 1450.8 10.4 .89

11.5 721 1'8925 13.02 1452.6 8.6- 1.0

12.0 854 21124- i4.52 1454.0 7.2 1.1

12.5 993 23126 15.'90 1455.4 5.8 1.2

13,0 1138 25028 17.i8 1456.6 5,0 1.3

13.5 1290 26837 18.-4o0 1457,.9 4.2 1,4

14.0 1418 28585 19.60 1459.1 3.5 1.5

0o grazing angle (degrees) uo sound velocity (meters/sec)

zo vertex depth (meters) f0  ray frequency (sec 1)

r e skip.distance (meters) 6o time dispersion (16)

to time (sec)
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ii

TABLE V ICETHICKNESS DISTRIBUTION

! I '-

Thickne s s in Percentage
m~eter s Winter Summrer

0.0 -0.6 0.92

I 0.6- 1.2 6 2

1.2- 1.8 9 7

1.8 - 2.4 16 40

2.4 -3.0 34 30

3.0 - 3.6 zO 12

3.6-4.2 14 3

4. 2 -4.8S 0.0 1.8

4.8 - 5.4 0.0 0.9

5.4- 6.0 0.0 1.2

- 6.0 -6.6 0.0 0.3
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